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Acquiring a strong vocabulary doesn't have to be difficult. Vocabulary Power uses the latest
research on memory to make this process simple, effective, and enjoyable. A three-book series,
Vocabulary Power:teaches the most important words from the General Service List (500 words)
and Academic Word List (400 words)presents each word in eight different contexts to help
students learn and remember the word easilyencourages students to apply the words to their
own lives, making vocabulary more relevant and usefulcan be used in class or as a self-study
textEach Vocabulary Power book features:300 new words -- 10 per chapterhigh-interest
readings adapted from articles on a variety of up-to-date topicsexercises on word families,
multiple meanings, collocations, and expressions that expand students' knowledge of the
wordsengaging discussion questions and writing topics that elicit natural use of the
wordsquizzes to check students' progress and minimize teacher prep timeWord Builder
exercises and charts in the Appendix to help students focus on the meaning and use of word
partsThe Vocabulary Power series includes Vocabulary Power 1 (Low Intermediate), Vocabulary
Power 2 (Intermediate), and Vocabulary Power 3 (Advanced).

From the Back CoverAcquiring a strong vocabulary doesn't have to be difficult. Vocabulary
Power uses the latest research on memory to make this process simple, effective, and
enjoyable. A three-book series, Vocabulary Power:teaches the most important words from the
General Service List (500 words) and Academic Word List (400 words)presents each word in
eight different contexts to help students learn and remember the word easilyencourages
students to apply the words to their own lives, making vocabulary more relevant and usefulcan
be used in class or as a self-study textEach Vocabulary Power book features:300 new words --
10 per chapterhigh-interest readings adapted from articles on a variety of up-to-date
topicsexercises on word families, multiple meanings, collocations, and expressions that expand
students' knowledge of the wordsengaging discussion questions and writing topics that elicit
natural use of the wordsquizzes to check students' progress and minimize teacher prep
timeWord Builder exercises and charts in the Appendix to help students focus on the meaning
and use of word partsThe Vocabulary Power series includes Vocabulary Power 1 (Low
Intermediate), Vocabulary Power 2 (Intermediate), and Vocabulary Power 3 (Advanced).
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Malek, “Good. The book condition is good. The first 5 chapters are answered but the rest are
clear.”

Biniam, “Power Vocabulary. Vocabulary Power 3 is good book, as its name indicat it power you
up your vocabulary by special way of, all exercise come as combo of 10 so that makes easy to
study. So I advice to buy this book without any hesitation.”

Deborah D Garza, “I've put many of them online for them to do at home so that I don't have to
waste valuable class time going over the answers. Many, many exercises to practice using these
new vocabulary words. I've put many of them online for them to do at home so that I don't have
to waste valuable class time going over the answers.  Great way to learn academic vocabulary!”

Erica, “just love it. although it is a used book, its almost new!Because it is an exercise book, so
the content are almost all questions. Good thing is there is no writing and marks inside.It is a
good book with low price!”

MIYE CHAE, “Four Stars. Bookcover seems little bit dirty bit inside is so clean and shipping also
fast”

Ibrahim, “Those words in This book help me to improve my English. Great boom easy to study
And learn à lot of Word”

Jan B, “"These words are great! I wish I had known them earlier. One response from my high
school ESL student, "These words are great! I wish I had known them earlier."”

Mint, “                .                                                            
                                       ”

The book by Juana Bordas has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 117 people have provided feedback.
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